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A pair of Mahler symphonies from the great Rafael

Kubelik to complement his admired studio Mahler cycle

Rafael Kubelik\'s Mahler cycle (DG, 5/90) was a highlight of his period as chief

conductor of the Bavarian Radio Symphony Orchestra (1961-79). It has usually been

well received in these pages, although, to some ears, his approach is too lightweight

for this repertoire, offering 19th-century drama without 20th-century intensity. Which

said, even the sceptics should try these attractive live performances, recorded a

decade later than their DG studio equivalents. The scores may not be illuminated

with keen strokes of interpretative novelty, but you won\'t find readings of greater

warmth, humanity and patient sensitivity. That the pulse has slowed just a little is all

to the good, and the more spacious sonic stage preserved by Bavarian Radio bathes

the music-making in an appealing glow without serious loss of detail.

Kubelik made one of the earliest studio recordings of the First Symphony, with the

Vienna Philharmonic for Decca in the 1950s (1/55 - nla), and, on the first appearance

of his DG remake in 1968, Deryck Cooke observed that here was an essentially

poetic conductor who gets more poetry out of this symphony than any of the other

conductors who have recorded it. That is even truer of this 1979 account, Cooke\'s

\'natural delicacy \' being the key to an interpretation that may offend latterday

purists. Kubelik\'s divided violins may be back in vogue, but not his abandonment of

the first movement exposition repeat; he also ignores the single repeat sign in the

Landler. Does it matter that the mood seems somehow \'old-fashioned\' as well -

more autumnal than spring-like? One can hardly fail to be struck by the rural calm

and simplicity he brings to the dreamy opening, the freshness and piquancy of the

bucolic details, the birdcalls, the unfussy phrasing.

In the second movement, Kubelik keeps the music moving, as Bernstein almost fails

to, yet still manages to impart a decent swing, while his Trio is a delight. Nor does he

fall short in the slow movement, giving himself more time than Bernstein to impose a

different but equally compelling ethnic slant. Most modern interpretations, however

crisply focused, sound painfully flat after this. Only in the finale does the conductor\'s

natural expressiveness veer towards a rhythmic slackness that saps the music of the

necessary drive. The second subject, however gorgeous, is consolatory rather than

rapt or yearning, the total effect something less than sensational.

By contrast, the Fifth is one of those performances that acquires charisma as it goes

along. The first two movements are by no means earth-shattering, relying on the

resonant recording (not quite as refined as No 1) to add gravitas to some less than

committed music-making. The Scherzo is altogether more distinctive, frisky and lithe,
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with excellent work from the Bavarian horns. As for the Adagietto, this must now take

its place among the most affecting on disc. Partisans of extreme tempos, whether

fast or slow, may not like it, but Kubelik finds exactly the right pace - which is, of

course, the pace that feels right for him; and his strings are possessed of an

unearthly radiance. The finale of this symphony almost invariably sounds too heavy.

Not so here. The conductor\'s rhythmic verve will surprise anyone familiar with the

arthritic flailing of his later years and the conclusion is suitably vigorous.

All in all, a breath of fresh Moravian air and a wonderfully civilised alternative to the

hi-tech histrionics of today\'s market leaders. The First Symphony sounds even

better and is probably the one to go for.
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